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Abstract
Sites and dynamics obtained for muonium (Mu) defect centres provide a good
experimental model for the behaviour of the equivalent hydrogen impurities.
We discuss the dynamic properties of Mu centres in the III–V nitrides focusing
on features common to the three materials. Muon spin depolarization data in
zero magnetic field provide motional dynamics for the Mu+ and Mu− charge
states and field dependent longitudinal relaxation rates probe motion of Mu0

centres. The data also show dynamics associated with metastable locations,
either intrinsic to the wurtzite structure or defect related, including trapping
and release transitions. A general picture of the behaviour of H in the III–V
nitrides is developed from these measurements for comparison to theoretical
results.

1. Introduction

The study of the defect centres created when positive muons are implanted into a
semiconducting material has historically provided the vast majority of experimental
information on the behaviour of isolated hydrogen impurities. Muonium behaves in essentially
all aspects as a very light hydrogen isotope, generally occupying the same interstitial sites and
undergoing the same chemical interactions as obtained for H or D impurities. Because of the
short muon lifetime of 2.2 µs and the extreme sensitivity of the standard muon spin research
(µSR) tools, it is far easier to obtain data on Mu than on the equivalent H or D centres.
Consequently, muonium results have provided important checks on theoretical modelling of
the sites and other properties of isolated hydrogen impurities [1].

Due to the short lifetime, observing the results of interactions of Mu with other defects
or impurities has been much more difficult than for H or D. However, using the temperature
dependence of motion and transition dynamics, various interactions associated with hydrogen
passivation reactions and the dissociation of the resulting defect complexes have been directly
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observed for muonium in a few materials, most notably the Mu–Zn interactions in p-type GaAs
and GaP [2, 3].

GaAs can also provide an excellent case study for the vastly different motional properties
expected for the three charge states of hydrogen [2, 4–6], as well as for the specific µSR
techniques best suited to examining these dynamics. Both Mu+ and Mu− are diamagnetic
centres and are usually indistinguishable in spin precession spectroscopy; however, in n-
type and p-type GaAs the linewidth or Gaussian relaxation rate (σ ) of the diamagnetic
spin precession signal has vastly different temperature dependences [6]. Although the low
temperature rate constant is nearly the same, σ(T ) shows motional narrowing above 200 K
for Mu+ which dominates in p-type samples, but motion on the microsecond µSR timescale
occurs only above about 550 K for Mu− as observed for high concentration n-type conditions.
Depolarization data in zero magnetic field, which are more sensitive to slow hopping motion,
yield a barrier for Mu− thermal motion of 0.73 eV [5] compared to about 0.15 eV on average
for Mu+ [2]. However, the zero-field data show a change in Mu+ dynamics just above the onset,
interpreted as a change in the dominant Mu+ site and the path involved [7]. Both the transverse-
field spin precession and zero-field depolarization techniques are sensitive to motion of these
diamagnetic muonium centres because III–V host atoms have nuclear dipole moments, leading
to randomly directed local contributions to magnetic fields at the muon sites which are averaged
toward zero for increasingly rapid motion among equivalent crystallographic locations.

In the case of paramagnetic Mu0 centres, the interaction of the muonium electron with
these neighbouring host nuclear spins produces a contribution to the Mu0 hyperfine interactions
that provides the sensitivity to motion. The random variations in nuclear hyperfine fields due to
motion are best sensed via the relaxation rates in magnetic fields oriented parallel to the initial
muon spin direction. Longitudinal relaxation data on GaAs show that a metastable Mu0 centre
is very mobile on the microsecond timescale moving rapidly among the tetrahedral interstitial
regions of the zinc-blende structure at all temperatures, via quantum tunnelling at low T and
thermal hopping at high T with a minimum hop rate of roughly 200 MHz near 80 K [4]. The
lowest energy Mu0 location is at a bond-centre (BC) site in most cubic semiconductors. This
Mu0

BC centre remains static in GaAs up to the highest temperature where it is seen, roughly
160 K. This very brief summary of results in GaAs demonstrates that diffusive properties of Mu
and the equivalent H impurities are highly dependent on the charge state and that metastable
locations may be critical to motional properties. The possibility of charge state transitions and
paths that do not necessarily include the lowest energy sites of a given charge state need to be
included when modelling diffusion of hydrogen in semiconducting materials.

In this paper, we present results on the motional dynamics of the various muonium defect
centres observed to date in the III–V nitrides. Many of these results have been previously
presented in conference papers focusing on individual Mu centres in specific nitride materials.
Here we discuss all of these results on Mu dynamics, along with additional relevant data, in
order to present a more comprehensive picture. The experimental results for muonium allow
us to construct a general model of the motional properties of hydrogen in the III–V nitrides for
comparison to results from theoretical calculations. The nitrides have the hexagonal wurtzite
structure with a 2H stacking sequence in which each atom has a tetrahedral bond arrangement.
Bond lengths are slightly different parallel and ‘perpendicular’ to the hexagonal c-axis. This
structure offers many more possible sites for Mu or H than does the cubic zinc-blende structure
of standard III–V compounds. The final section of this paper summarizes a model of hydrogen
behaviour in the nitrides which can be constructed based on the experimental results for
muonium as interpreted in light of theoretical modelling for hydrogen.

The theoretical models indicate that H or Mu is a strongly negative-U defect with deep
donor and deep acceptor defect states and compensating electrical properties in AlN and GaN,
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similar to many other semiconducting materials, but that it should only function as a shallow
donor in InN [8]. The finding of negative-U behaviour implies that a neutral charge state never
dominates under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. However, immediately after muon
implantation and thermalization, the non-equilibrium state mix that allows investigation of
metastable sites that are long lived on the experimental µSR timescale will also often include
any of the non-equilibrium charge states that are allowed for each occupied site.

The statistical framework for analysis of µSR results is drastically different from the
equilibrium population treatments commonly used for interpreting typical data on defects in
semiconductors. The as-implanted site and charge state mix are very far from equilibrium, and
equilibrium populations are essentially never reached within the roughly 15 µs maximum time
available experimentally. The zero-time mix of states is governed by muon thermalization
processes on a sub-picosecond timescale and does not depend significantly on sample
temperature; however, any transitions that occur faster than tens of nanoseconds will modify
which states are observed. Transitions that move the system toward equilibrium are detected as
temperature dependent amplitudes as transition rates are tuned through the roughly 0.1–10 MHz
sensitivity window, with the precise range dependent on signals for the initial and final states
for any specific experimental technique. If a transition out of a particular state is observed,
we consider that state to be ‘metastable’, particularly when there is no evidence of return to
the initial state. There are almost no situations in the nitrides where we observe bi-directional
transitions for the isolated Mu defect; thus we have no access to the relative energies of various
states, except to say which one is more stable. What we do have access to are the barriers
associated with the various transitions. With respect to comparisons with theory, the muonium
data more directly probe the calculated enthalpy landscape than do equilibrium population
data. Differences in the numbers of equivalent locations for two states which contribute to
entropy terms affecting relative populations, will show up in prefactors to Mu transition rates
reflecting the possibility of multiple paths out of a specific state. While we do observe various
charge state transitions, this paper concentrates on properties of the individual charge states,
Mu+, Mu0, or Mu−.

Experimentally, two distinctly different types of centres have been identified in the
nitrides for each of the three Mu charge states [9, 10]. Avoided level-crossing resonances
(lcr) involving the nuclear quadrupole splittings of Ga near neighbours identify two separate
sites for Mu− centres in unintentionally n-type GaN at the typical mid-1016 cm−3 electron
concentration, as well as in doped samples with two to three orders of magnitude higher and
lower concentrations [11, 12, 10]. Figure 1(a) shows the full spectrum for GaN at a temperature
where all of the Mu− and Mu+ lcr lines have significant amplitude, along with the separation
into individual components. The temperature dependence verifies the presence of all of these
lines, even though that may not be obvious when looking at results for a single temperature.
The two Mu− sites are identified as the Ga antibonding (AB) locations (see figure 2). One
strong line per Ga isotope is from the AB‖(Ga) location, which is found to be metastable, with
the Ga–Mu− direction parallel to the c-axis. We have referred to this as a ‘cage’ site; it lies in a
region that is blocked along the c-axis by the 2H stacking sequence. The lower energy location
is assigned to AB⊥(Ga) and yields the weaker doublet per Ga isotope in figure 1(a). This site
lies opposite the ‘perpendicular’ N–Ga bond giving a Ga–Mu direction oriented at ∼70◦ to the
axis, with three such sites from different Ga atoms lying quite close together. These locations
lie in the unblocked c-axis channels provided by the 2H stacking. The lcr spectra for these
‘channel sites’ may not in fact distinguish between three separate AB⊥ locations and a single
central site equidistant from the three Ga atoms (see relevant discussion in the next section).

In each of the three nitrides (InN, AlN, and GaN) we have assigned a nitrogen-related
avoided level-crossing resonance (see figure 1) to a static Mu+ centre [13, 7, 10]. In GaN
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Figure 1. Examples of avoided level-crossing resonances for stationary diamagnetic muonium
centres in the III–V nitrides showing spectra for one Mu+ (N-related, broken curve) and two Mu−
(Ga-related, solid curves) sites in GaN (a). The N-related features in AlN (b) and InN (c) imply
Mu+ at either intrinsic or defect-related trap sites.

(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

the characteristics of this state led us to assign the AB‖(N) ‘cage’ site to this static Mu+

state [10]. In AlN vastly different amplitudes for this signal in different samples and the very
low occurrence at low temperatures in a single crystal suggest that this signal is from a defect-
related trap site. In InN we have concluded that there is probably more than one static Mu+

location; thus perhaps both the intrinsic AB‖(N) site and a defect-related state may be present.
In addition to these static Mu+ centres, the relaxation signature of a mobile diamagnetic centre
exists at most temperatures in all three nitrides. We have associated this signal with the lowest
energy Mu+ state in each case. Arguments supporting that assignment are based in part on its
motional characteristics; details are discussed further in the theoretical background and data
analysis sections which follow.

A separate static zero-field depolarization signal has been identified for each of the
diamagnetic states for which a level-crossing resonance was observed [10, 15, 14]. The
association in each case is based on the temperatures at which dynamic features begin to
appear in both the lcr and the depolarization functions. The zero-field signal separation
and identification are discussed further in the section on data and analysis and are critical
to assigning observed dynamics to specific Mu charge states and sites.

A shallow donor Mu0 spin precession signal [17] with a very small hyperfine constant
and its associated zero-field depolarization signature [14] were identified in InN. Ionization
of this state below 60 K feeds into the depolarization signal of the Mu+ ground state [18],
providing strong experimental evidence that the ground state of Mu, and by inference H, has
shallow donor properties in InN. This is the only neutral centre either directly observed or
inferred in InN, a result that is consistent with the theoretical conclusions cited above [8].
In AlN no Mu0 hyperfine spin precession signal has yet been seen; however, an atomic-like
neutral state with nearly the full vacuum hyperfine constant is inferred from repolarization
(or hyperfine decoupling) curves [16]. Longitudinal relaxation rates for the fraction of the
muon spin polarization associated with this Mu0 centre yield information on its motion. A
complete analysis of these data is ongoing and will be presented elsewhere, but preliminary
results [15] on the basic motional properties of Mu0 in AlN will be discussed here. The
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Figure 2. Sites identified for muonium centres in GaN: two Ga-related sites for Mu−, AB‖ and
AB⊥; two N-related AB sites for Mu+, and a central channel site for Mu0 are explicitly shown.
Open symbols are for out of plane atoms and AB⊥ sites.

situation concerning neutral muonium centres in GaN is somewhat more complicated; both
types of Mu0 states are apparently present. A Mu0 precession signal with a very small hyperfine
interaction characteristic of a shallow state is present up to about 30 K [19], and repolarization
curves imply a relaxing atomic-like Mu0 present to fairly high temperatures [10], but again no
precession signal has yet been observed for this neutral centre. So far we have no definitive
results on motional properties or on which state may represent the lowest energy location for
Mu0. However, initial results for the shallow centre in GaN suggest that it is probably not
associated with the lowest energy Mu+ state.

2. Theory results: sites and diffusion paths for hydrogen

A significant amount of theoretical work has been done on H in GaN due to its importance to
incorporation of p-type dopants and the necessity of post-growth treatments to activate those
acceptors by driving off the passivating hydrogen. In general, because of the ionicity in the
Ga–N bond, the positive charge state will be strongly attracted to the nitrogen, while both the
neutral and negative charge states will occupy sites closer to the Ga atoms. Much of the early
theoretical work on the locations and formation energies of H impurities in GaN is summarized
in [20]. We briefly summarize the most recent theoretical conclusions for comparison to the
experimental results we have obtained on Mu in the nitrides. Figure 2 shows some likely sites
for H in the wurtzite crystal structure.

Most authors find that H+ bonds to a nitrogen, with one of the two inequivalent bond-centre
(BC) sites or the AB⊥(N) location having the lowest energy. Energy differences between
these three sites appear to depend on details of the precise methods and basis sets used in the
calculations. The most recent results [21], which use the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) of density functional theory, identify four distinctly different local minima for H+,
providing a total of eight sites associated with any N atom. The BC‖ site has the lowest
formation energy in this calculation, followed by the (3) AB⊥ and (3) BC⊥ sites at 0.21 and
0.22 eV higher, respectively, with an additional site at the AB‖ position 0.39 eV above the
lowest energy H+ location. There is a strong bond to N for H+, but with relatively low energy
reorientation among the eight minima per N atom, with a maximum barrier of slightly over
0.4 eV between the lowest (BC‖) and highest energy (AB‖) bond orientations. That work also
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discusses two paths for H+ diffusion with barriers of 0.9 and 1.0 eV and concludes that the
diffusion will be faster perpendicular to the c-axis than along that axis.

These theoretical results [21] find only a single minimum for either H0 or H− and place
both sites on the central axis of the unblocked wurtzite channels parallel to the c-axis with the
H− closer to Ga planes than H0. This particular calculation did not find a local minimum for
H− at AB‖ where we claim a metastable Mu− site. Three AB⊥(Ga) sites are effectively merged
to yield the obtained central channel location for H−; although some earlier calculations [20]
found separate AB⊥ low energy sites for H−, as observed for Mu−. Both the neutral and
negative charge states are predicted to diffuse along the c-axis within the channels, while H−
also has a second path that yields motion in the perpendicular direction. The diffusion barrier
from the CGA results is lowest for H0 at 0.5 eV, and highest for H− at 1.4 and 1.5 eV for the
two paths [21].

According to these theoretical results, the lowest energy motion should be reorientation
of the N–H+ bond among a subset of sites attached to a single nitrogen atom with an energy of
∼0.2–0.25 eV. The zero-point vibrational energy for the H+ bound to N is nearly 0.2 eV based
on calculated frequencies [21]. Thus, the increase in zero-point energy for Mu compared to
H is most probably sufficient to produce a Mu+ state that averages the lower energy H+ sites.
A Mu+ ground state that is spread out due to zero-point motion, or that samples several local
sites via quantum tunnelling, plus a single metastable AB‖(N) site, would be fully consistent
with our experimental results.

3. Data and analysis

For the diamagnetic muonium states (either of the charged centres, Mu+ or Mu−, or a bound
defect-related complex with no unpaired electrons), the data from which information on motion
is most easily extracted are from muon spin depolarization measurements in zero applied
magnetic field. If these centres are stationary, the depolarization curve is given by the zero-
field Gaussian Kubo–Toyabe (KT) function

ps(t) = P0
{

1
3 + 2

3 [1 − �2t2] exp
(− 1

2�2t2
)}

(1)

where the static rate constant � is determined by the second moment of local fields at the
muon site arising from dipole moments of neighbouring nuclei. These fields are randomly
directed, so on average one third of the local-field components lie parallel to the initial muon
spin direction, leading to the long time ‘recovery’ of 1/3 of the initial polarization P0 associated
with that state. The lowest temperature curve in figure 3(a) is best fit with a static KT function
implying a stationary diamagnetic centre.

When a diamagnetic centre begins to move among equivalent sites with a mean hop rate
ν, the dynamic form of the Kubo–Toyabe relaxation becomes the appropriate depolarization
function. Within a model that assumes instantaneous site-to-site hops, the dynamic version is
obtained from the static function as

PZF(t) = ps(t) e−νt + ν

∫ t

0
ps(τ ) e−ντ PZF(t − τ ) dτ. (2)

In order to experimentally obtain the proper hop rates it is commonly necessary to initially get
the correct value of � from a temperature region where there is no motion and then treat this
parameter as fixed when fitting data from the motional regime.

There are other sequences of events which will each yield their own specific type of
modification to the depolarization function. In zero field a metastable to stable site-change
transition is most easily seen as a temperature dependent variation in the amplitudes for the
depolarization functions associated with the two states involved. Trapping of a mobile centre
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Muon spin depolarization data in zero applied magnetic field (a) are sensitive to the
onset of dynamics for diamagnetic centres, Mu+ or Mu−. The static relaxation rate constant and
hop rates or site-change rates (b) can be extracted. Displayed data are for the trapped Mu+ state in
polycrystalline AlN.

by a defect or other impurity in general yields a more complicated expression. Here we could
in principle use the approach of [5] in which expressions are given for both trapping and
de-trapping transitions. For trapping at low density stationary defects, the trapping rate is
controlled by diffusion of the Mu centre to the trap and in the appropriate limit of fast diffusion
one has PZF(t) ∼ 1 which simplifies the equations. In the case of de-trapping, one can assume
that the dissociation of a defect-related complex returns the Mu state to that of the rapidly
diffusing centre that was originally trapped and for which no depolarization occurs. For the
assumption of very fast diffusion, the appropriate expressions in a strong collision approach
are as follows: for trapping at a rate of νr one gets a relaxation function given by

R(t) = e−νr t + νr

∫ t

0
e−νrτ q(t − τ ) dτ (3)

and for release from the trap at a rate νd one obtains a depolarization function of

D(t) = q(t) e−νd t + νd

∫ t

0
e−νdτ q(τ ) dτ (4)

where in each case q(t) is the depolarization function for the trapped Mu state, typically a
static KT function (equation (1)) with its own characteristic rate constant �T. These are two
of the simpler situations but illustrate an appropriate approach to various forms of transition
dynamics.

In the case of the III–V nitrides there is nearly always more than one Mu state involved
and often more than one type of transition in play at a particular temperature. Instead of
using depolarization functions designed to treat specific types of transition sequences, we
chose a different approach. Specifically, we used either the static or motional dynamics form
of the KT depolarization function, with a different � associated with each identified state.
The temperature dependent amplitudes for the various signals and whether a particular signal
showed dynamic features provided the clues for identifying the states and dynamics. We
choose GaN as the most complicated example to discuss our procedures for separating the
zero-field depolarization signatures and assignment of the different relaxation functions to
specific Mu centres. We relied heavily on correlations between the temperature dependences
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Figure 4. Separation of the zero-field depolarization curves into signals associated with specific
diamagnetic Mu centres. The solid curves represent Mu− at AB⊥(Ga) and the dotted lines are the
mobile Mu+ centre. The third signal (labelled) is Mu+ at AB‖(N) at 100 K but Mu− at AB‖(Ga)
at 350 K.

of the zero-field depolarization results and temperature dependences of the lcr spectra for the
same samples. Additionally, we examined both types of data in three GaN samples with quite
different n-type concentrations to verify that trends regarding which Mu centres were more
important made sense. The same four relaxation signals were seen up to 600 K in all three
GaN samples but with different relative amplitudes, especially at higher temperatures as the
system comes closer to thermal equilibrium on the µSR timescale.

In discussing separation of the zero-field (ZF) depolarization signals, we begin with the
differences between the curves at 100 and 350 K shown in figure 4. On the basis of the
lcr results at these temperatures, we expected to find three separate static KT depolarization
functions, one common to both temperatures, plus two others with only one of these present
at each temperature. The lcr data implied Mu− at the AB⊥(Ga) site present throughout this
range, with the second state being Mu+ at the AB‖(N) site for 100 K but Mu− at the AB‖(Ga)
site for 350 K. The zero-field data visually imply a static KT component and a weakly relaxing
component at both temperatures. Initial fits to a weakly relaxing Gaussian plus a single static
KT function did not do a particularly good job, nor did using a Lorentzian for the weakly
relaxing component or a single dynamic KT function for the ‘static’ component. However,
a three-function fit with a weakly relaxing Gaussian and two static KT components provided
very good fits up to above 400 K in all three GaN samples. Additionally, the rate constants
obtained were quite similar and had similar temperature dependences in all three samples.
For the KT components, one value of � was present throughout this range and the second
value showed a change between 150 and 300 K in each case, generally consistent with the
lcr results. We then assigned a � to each state based on averages over the temperature range
where each was present and away from any transitions. This averaging was done separately for
each sample and the results agreed to within statistical errors for all three static centres. The
data were then refitted with all signals present, but with the � values fixed as listed in table 1.
Various checks were performed to identify dynamic features in the depolarization functions
and their respective amplitudes.
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Figure 5. Amplitudes for the zero-field depolarization functions associated with the various Mu
defect centres. Circles are AB‖ sites and diamonds are AB⊥ sites, filled symbols are for Mu−,
open symbols are for Mu+. The squares at high and low temperatures are tentatively identified as
labelled.

Table 1. Zero-field depolarization signals identified for diamagnetic muonium defect centres in
the III–V nitrides, Mu state assignments, the depolarization function and the low temperature rate
constant, and the correlated lcr signal or other information.

Material State Site Function Rate (kHz) Notes

GaN Mu− AB‖(Ga) s-KT 246 ± 5 Ga-lcr EFG ‖ c
Mu− AB⊥(Ga) d-KT 192 ± 3 Doublet Ga-lcr
Mu+ AB‖(N) s-KT 167 ± 5 N-lcr EFG ‖ c
Mu+ Mobile Gaussian 12–25 Sample dependent
Mu–Zn Zn− trap s-KT 110 ± 5 600–1000 K

AlN Mu+ Defect trap d-KT 326 ± 7 N-lcr
Mu+ Mobile Gaussian 20–60 Sample dependent
Mu+ High T trap s-KT �400 T � 1050 K

InN Mu+ Trap(s) s-KT 294 ± 7 N-lcr; average signal
Mu+ Mobile Gaussian 90–150 Sample dependent

Figure 5 shows the complete temperature variation for all of the ZF depolarization signals
identified in the lowest concentration of three n-type GaN samples examined. This sample
was doped with Zn to yield high resistivity and thus was partially compensated but apparently
still n-type with Mu− dominating up to 600 K. The results above 600 K are unique to this
sample and will be discussed later. The basic behaviours below 600 K were very similar in
all three samples, except that the Mu− fractions increased with n-type concentration. Both
lcr and ZF data suggest that at the highest temperatures all of the muons eventually produce
Mu− in the highest concentration ∼1018 cm−3 Si-doped material. Data on nominally undoped
∼1016 cm−3 GaN were not as clear regarding the high temperature Mu− to Mu+ ratio. If our
interpretation of the high temperature state as a Mu–Zn complex in the Zn-doped material is
correct, this result implies that a switch from Mu− to Mu+ occurs between 600 and 750 K for
the high resistivity case.

In AlN and InN, no Mu− signals were found. In both cases, there were two Mu+

signals [13, 15, 14]: one slowly relaxing, implying a mobile centre; and one with static
KT characteristics at lower temperatures with an amplitude and T dependence that correlates
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Figure 6. Zero-field amplitudes for the Mu defect centres in InN (a) and AlN (b) are identified as
labelled. Data on a second InN powder sample confirm completion of the transition to the mobile
Mu+ state. For AlN films and small crystallites the amplitude for the trapped Mu+ signal was large
and sample dependent.

well with the lcr signals in figures 1(b) and (c). Figure 6 shows the ZF amplitude variations
for an AlN single crystal and one of the powdered InN samples investigated. The third signal
for InN, present only below about 60 K, is associated with the Mu0 charge state of the shallow
donor. These data were crucial to our claim [18] that the shallow donor site in InN is related
to the mobile Mu+ centre rather than one of the static metastable or trap sites for Mu+.

Table 1 identifies the zero-field depolarization signals associated with the various
diamagnetic muonium centres observed in the III–V nitrides, listing the function used for
that signal and the static or low temperature depolarization rate constant. In several cases no
dynamic features were seen except for temperature dependent amplitudes; these signals are
listed as ‘s-KT’ meaning that only the static form of Kubo–Toyabe relaxation (equation (1))
was needed, while those which did show dynamics in the shape of the depolarization function
are listed as ‘d-KT’ meaning that the dynamic version (equation (2)) was required over some
temperature region. In the following sections, we discuss motion of the lowest energy Mu+

and Mu− defect centres and various transition dynamics inferred from these data and a few
important results on Mu0 centres.

4. Preliminary results for Mu0 centres

There is an extra depolarization signal below ∼50 K in the data sets for several GaN samples
(see figure 5), which we believe to be due to a Mu0 centre. This signal was modelled as a fast
relaxing Gaussian in the results displayed in figure 5, although that choice was rather arbitrary.
If the resulting signal separation properly reflects the actual dynamics and the state assignment
is correct, then these data imply a shallow Mu0 centre which ionizes into the metastable Mu+

located at the AB‖ site. This would be consistent with hyperfine anisotropy aligned with the
c-axis, as has been assigned based on the orientation dependence of the shallow Mu0 spin
precession signal [19]. Therefore, an appropriate tentative conclusion is that this shallow Mu0

centre is at a metastable ‘cage’ location rather than representing the lowest energy state for Mu0
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Longitudinal relaxation peaks (a) for single-crystal AlN imply rapid motion of a Mu0

centre. Amplitudes (b) of the non-relaxing ‘slow’ component correlate well with the diamagnetic
spin precession, static zero-field signal and lcr amplitudes.

which is expected to reside in the wurtzite channels. However, it should be emphasized that
this is the least well characterized of all the zero-field depolarization signals observed in GaN.

Figure 7 shows some of the longitudinal depolarization results for a single-crystal sample
of AlN from which we have extracted information regarding the diffusion and trapping of
an atomic-like Mu0 centre [15]. There are additional longitudinal data at several other field
strengths, along with detailed repolarization curves at several temperatures. Analysis to assign
a consistent set of Mu0 hyperfine parameters and to extract the proper diffusion and conversion
rates is ongoing. However, the preliminary results identify the basic behaviour of atomic-like
Mu0 centres with respect to motional properties and rates for conversion into a different state.
Inferences concerning diamagnetic Mu centres drawn from the longitudinal results correlate
well with those from the lcr spectra and pertinent spin precession and zero-field data on the same
sample. General features show tunnelling characteristics for Mu0 at temperatures below 300 K
where the minimum hop rate occurs, plus a region of activated motion with a low prefactor
contributing from about 250 to 500 K and a high temperature region with a significantly higher
activation energy and prefactor. Figure 8 displays the preliminary hop rates associated with the
two regions of activated motion. On the basis of the characteristics observed, the intermediate
range (figure 8(b)) is most probably thermally assisted tunnelling, while the high temperature
motion (figure 8(a)) yields parameters typically associated with ordinary thermal motion.

5. Motion and transitions for diamagnetic Mu centres

Rather than trying to treat the complicated dynamics observed in GaN by fitting to relaxation
functions that incorporate transition processes and mix the Mu states, we chose to define
separate relaxation functions for each observed muonium centre as already discussed.
Transitions among these centres show up as temperature dependent amplitudes for these
separate depolarization functions. In cases where dynamics are due to simple site-to-site
motion or where the transitions include revisiting the same state, the depolarization functions
require the dynamic version of Kubo–Toyabe. If amplitudes do not show changes correlated
with the onset of dynamics, we assume that this represents motion among the equivalent sites
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. Hop rates for Mu0 extracted from the longitudinal relaxation data on single-crystal
AlN imply two regions of thermally activated motion above 250 K as shown here, plus tunnelling
behaviour at low temperatures.

for a single centre. When the amplitudes decrease at the onset of the dynamics, we assume
a transition out of that state, such as a de-trapping transition, but that the same type of centre
is re-formed as a result of diffusion of an intervening mobile state and subsequent re-trapping
at a similar site. For example, the onset of dynamics for Mu− centres at AB⊥ in GaN is
characteristic of simple motion [11, 12]. Amplitude changes do imply transitions into and out
of that state at temperatures fairly well separated from the motion onset, but the depolarization
function shows consistent motion-related parameters across the entire region. We begin the
discussion of specific results for the diamagnetic Mu centres with the motional properties
related to the low energy Mu+ and Mu− sites.

Thus far Mu− has only been seen in GaN samples and we assigned the lowest energy
location to the AB⊥ site associated with a Ga atom as discussed earlier. This state is
represented by the filled circles in figure 5. The amplitude of this signal stays large to the
highest temperatures in the two higher concentration samples. Figure 9(a) displays the site-
to-site hop rates obtained from fitting this signal to the dynamic Kubo–Toyabe function with
� = 236 kHz as obtained in the static region below ∼400 K. Similar data from the highest
concentration sample [12] gave a barrier of 0.65 ± 0.02 eV compared to 0.63 ± 0.04 eV from
the results shown here and 0.6 ± 0.1 eV from broadening of the lcr linewidth for the same
Zn-doped GaN sample. The more precise value of 0.65 eV comes from the sample with the
largest Mu− fraction and the least interference from competing transition processes, and thus
represents the cleanest measurement of Mu− motion in GaN.

The low energy Mu+ centres in GaN and AlN are characterized by very weakly relaxing
zero-field depolarization signals. The relaxation rates are sufficiently small that some form of
motion is almost certainly required to average the local fields expected at any of the predicted
sites if this centre were stationary. The relaxation rates are essentially constant up to above room
temperature in both materials and decrease at higher temperatures, implying more complete
motional narrowing. These features suggest tunnelling at low temperatures consistent with
our discussion in the theory section of possible reorientation of the strong N–Mu+ bond among
several low energy positions surrounding a single N atom. We had earlier suggested local
motion among the three closely spaced AB⊥ sites related to three separate nitrogens [10, 13];
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. Hop rates for the lowest energy Mu− centre in GaN (a) and for the low energy Mu+

centre in InN (b). The saturation of hop rates in the InN data imply trapping of the mobile Mu+

centre.

however, theoretical results [21] strongly favour the single-nitrogen picture. We still favour
the AB⊥ locations for reorientational tunnelling because motion among these sites requires
minimum rearrangement of other atoms, but have no experimental data with which to test any
site preference. Only the AB‖ position seems to be excluded by specific site assignment as
a metastable location in GaN based on lcr results. We have estimated the tunnelling rate at
5–10 and 2–5 MHz in GaN and AlN respectively using estimated local dipolar fields at the
AB⊥ positions, but this is an extremely rough estimate for both the expected fields and the
resulting reorientation rates. The reduction of relaxation rates at higher temperatures is sample
dependent and not very well characterized due to competing changes in other signals that could
easily generate false features in the weakly relaxing component if not quite modelled correctly.
However, the more complete motional narrowing observed for Mu+ between 350 and 500 K for
all three nitrides probably means a switch from local tunnelling to activated diffusive motion.
We have not yet obtained consistent or reliable thermal barriers related to the high temperature
activated Mu+ motion in either GaN or AlN.

In InN, the lowest energy Mu+ centre has a larger relaxation rate than found in the other
nitrides [14], implying a slower reorientation rate estimated at less than 1 MHz. The two
InN powder samples investigated show different relaxation rates for this signal, consistent
with strain-limited tunnelling rates. The hop rate results at higher temperatures shown in
figure 9(b) are for the sample having the slower low temperature motion. The amplitude
associated with the mobile Mu+ state in InN grows with temperature, starting below 200 K
and includes all the implanted muons above 500 K [14], implying that this signal represents
the Mu+ ground state. The results of figure 9(b) yield a diffusive hop barrier of ∼0.4 eV in the
onset region for thermally activated motion. The saturation of hop rates at high temperatures
implies that this motion is interrupted by trap and release events (see also the later discussion
of trapped Mu+ centres). A more complete description could perhaps be obtained by using
depolarization functions for trap and release dynamics (equations (3) and (4)).

We now turn to the dynamics for transitions of a fixed charge state out of a metastable
site into its lowest energy state, which may be either localized or diffusively mobile depending
on the temperature where the site change occurs. For the Mu− centres in GaN the AB‖-to-
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AB⊥ site-change transition is easily identified by the temperature dependence in Ga-related
lcr amplitudes and in the amplitudes for the zero-field depolarization signals associated with
the two Mu− states. In figure 5, the circles represent these Mu− signals, open symbols for the
metastable site. There are other transitions feeding into both of these states, but the site change
is clearly seen between 450 and 550 K. This particular data set has too few points in that region
to give a good measure of the energy required for Mu− to exit the cage region containing the
AB‖(Ga) site, but we obtained a metastable-to-stable site-change barrier of 1.51 ± 0.06 eV
for Mu− from similar data [22] on the high concentration Si-doped GaN sample compared
to ∼1.2 eV from lcr amplitudes [10] in the compensated Zn-doped sample. The low energy
Mu− is already mobile at temperatures where the site change occurs; the motion and transition
onset temperatures differ by ∼50 K. The relaxation function for the metastable Mu− centre
remains static as the signal amplitude decreases, leading to the conclusion that the AB‖ site is
not revisited by the mobile Mu−. Thus, the primary Mu− diffusion path does not include the
AB‖(Ga) location.

The lcr and ZF signal for the metastable Mu− only occur above roughly 200 K. On the basis
of the growth step for the metastable Mu− signal and correlated decrease in the metastable
Mu+ in figure 5, it appears that the trapped Mu− is formed from a Mu+ precursor already
trapped in the same cage region at the AB‖(N) site. We obtained energies of 0.37 eV for
the decrease in metastable Mu+ and 0.25 eV from the increase in metastable Mu− from the
ZF signal amplitudes in figure 5. Presumably those energies are related to changes in lattice
distortion and a two step electron-capture process through an intermediate trapped Mu0 centre.
Recall that the results below 50 K suggest the possibility of a shallow Mu0 precursor to the
metastable Mu+; thus the Mu charge state transitions associated with the ‘cage’ region in GaN
may be quite complicated rather than a simple one-way sequence. One may also note a Mu+

to Mu− charge state change for a fraction of the channel AB⊥ centres near 200 K; both steps
in this transition give an energy of 0.19 eV. Various other data sets that probe this complicated
region of positive to negative charge state conversions each yield two energies between 0.16 and
0.39 eV [10], but without much consistency in assignment and without the obvious separation
of these transitions for channel versus cage sites seen in figure 5.

As just discussed, the metastable Mu+ centre in GaN does not change site before changing
its charge state for the n-type samples we examined; thus no useful information on the site-
change transitions of Mu+ could be obtained. In both AlN and InN, the characteristics of
trapped Mu+ centres suggest that they are probably defect related instead of a metastable
site intrinsic to the wurtzite structure. Energies associated with site-change transitions out of
these Mu+ trap sites are obtained. For InN depolarization results require at least two different
energies to be associated with such transitions, and we are currently attempting to determine
whether the zero-field data will support separate signals for two trap sites. The preliminary fits
using a single static KT relaxation function (� = 294 kHz) for the trapped Mu+ centres yield
energies of ∼0.2 and ∼0.5 eV from the amplitude switch to the mobile Mu+ ground state when
fit as a two step transition [14]. There are several aspects of the InN data for the Mu+ states
that need further investigation, but what is certain is that a single trap site with a well defined
energy can not reproduce these results. When we attempt to use two dynamic KT functions,
the only place where the function assigned to trapped states shows any dynamics (other than an
amplitude decrease) was above 600 K where the amplitude was nearly zero but grew slightly
with increasing temperature. This may be consistent with the hop rate saturation seen for the
mobile Mu+ ground state (figure 9(b)), since both would suggest possible re-trapping at the
higher temperatures. Given that the apparent low temperature N–Mu+ bond reorientation rates
are very low in InN based on the signal assigned to Mu+ ground state, we should leave open
the possibility that several distinctly different sites may be separately occupied by Mu+ in InN
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Figure 10. The linear relationship between the motion and conversion rates obtained from the
longitudinal relaxation for Mu0 in AlN implies diffusion-limited trapping.

rather than a dynamic ground state as inferred for GaN and AlN. In that case, the observed
dynamics may perhaps involve only sites intrinsic to the wurtzite structure rather than one or
more defect-related traps.

We have obtained information on both the formation and dissociation of trapped Mu
states in AlN, including data on single-crystal material and films of widely varying quality.
An important result from the longitudinal data on single-crystal AlN is that above 500 K, the
data require a transition out of Mu0 with a rate that increases with very similar parameters
as the hop rates [15]. In this range, the amplitude of the lcr spectrum from the trapped Mu+

centre grows rapidly as well as the weakly relaxing longitudinal amplitude in figure 7(b) and
the diamagnetic spin precession amplitude. This combination of results suggests trapping of
the mobile Mu0 to form the diamagnetic state seen in the lcr results. Figure 10 demonstrates
quite conclusively that the conversion rate of the mobile Mu0 centre into some other state
varies in direct proportion to the Mu0 hop rate, a result that is consistent with diffusion-limited
trapping at a low density defect. The conclusion we reach is that trapping of a mobile Mu0

in single-crystal AlN produces the same defect centre identified at much lower temperatures
in thick film and polycrystalline material and previously assigned [13] to Mu+ attached to a
nitrogen at a defect-related location.

It is noteworthy that all of the signals associated with the trapped Mu state, including the
zero-field data of figure 3, are consistent with release from the trap site above roughly 800 K.
Zero-field data from several samples [13] with vastly different relative fractions forming this
state all yield a dissociation energy very near 1.0 eV (see figure 3(b)) extracted from the
motional dynamics version of the KT relaxation function. The fact that the zero-field data
imply re-capture at an equivalent location suggests that the trap site responsible might be
associated with an extended defect which would have a high density of similar sites nearby.
This is also consistent with the fact that amplitudes of the lcr and zero-field signals assigned
to the trapped centre are sample dependent and much larger in visually defective thick films
compared to polycrystalline material and films without a high density of visible large scale
defects. The trap-related signals are large at low temperatures in all samples with a high
density of dislocations and exhibiting very large stresses, compared to significant growth only
at higher temperatures in bulk single-crystal AlN.
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The one defect-related signal for which a specific assignment has been made is the high
temperature state shown in figure 5, which begins to grow above roughly 570 K. Both the
mobile Mu+ and mobile Mu− signals disappear at high temperatures and are replaced by a
static KT signal implying a trapped Mu state. This signal is only seen in the Zn-doped GaN
sample and does not occur in the undoped or Si-doped material. Therefore, this signal is
assigned to a Zn–Mu pair, similar to the passivation complexes found in Zn-doped GaAs and
GaP [2, 3]. The � for this state is significantly smaller than that for other stationary Mu centres
in GaN, consistent with one of its neighbours not having a magnetic moment (only 4.1% of Zn
nuclei have non-zero moments). The usual formation mechanism for such a pair is Coulomb
capture of a mobile Mu+ by the ionized Zn− acceptor, implying a high fraction of Mu+ centres
rather than Mu− at higher temperatures in this compensated sample. The amplitude for the
mobile Mu+ in figure 5 starts decreasing toward zero at the same point where the Mu–Zn pair
signal begins to increase. The mobile Mu− amplitude also begins to drop at roughly the same
temperature, with an increase in slope near 750 K.

We suggest that the features near 750 K may represent a switch in the dominant equilibrium
charge state, and thus may identify the temperature where the Fermi level passes through the
H+/H− equal-population level for thermodynamic equilibrium. This level is predicted [21]
to lie about 0.4 eV above mid-gap for GaN, half way between the H[−/0] and H[0/+] defect
levels, which are separated by |U | = 1.8 eV in the latest calculation. In the high concentration
Si-doped GaN sample, we obtained [22] an energy of 1.92 ± 0.15 eV for a high temperature
transition from mobile Mu+ to mobile Mu− states. A lower limit for the energy needed for
such a transition should be |U |; thus while this interpretation of the experimental features is
not definite, it seems to be totally consistent with theoretical results for H in GaN.

6. The Mu model for H in the nitrides

One conclusion that can be drawn from comparing the muonium results with theoretical
predictions for hydrogen in the nitrides is that there is very good general agreement. We observe
a shallow donor Mu0 state in InN as predicted. There is non-spectroscopic evidence of atomic-
like Mu0 centres in GaN and AlN, and a shallow neutral that may be present in GaN appears
to be associated with a metastable site. Mu− centres dominate in n-type GaN with amplitudes
that increase with increasing electron concentration, as expected. Mu+ states dominate in AlN
and InN, neither of which suffers from the unintended n-type characteristics that are common
for GaN. We find that the atomic-like Mu0 centre in AlN is highly mobile at both low and high
temperatures, with a thermal barrier of about 0.7 eV for diffusive motion above 500 K.

Thus far we do not have information on the motional dynamics of all three Mu charge
states in any one material. Table 2 summarizes the energies obtained for barriers related to
motion and site-change transitions. The general motional behaviour should be common to
all three nitrides, but barriers will almost certainly not be identical. The lowest energy Mu+

centre appears to be mobile at low temperature in each case, consistent with a strong bond with
nitrogen and small barriers to reorientational motion as calculated. The characteristics of the
low temperature relaxation rates for this state in GaN and AlN imply tunnelling up to at least
350 K. In InN this low temperature Mu+ motion is slow compared to GaN and AlN, with some
possibility that several sites might be separately occupied. The weakly mobile low energy
Mu+ shows thermally activated motion above 350 K in InN with a barrier of about 0.4 eV. This
mobile state shows evidence of trapping at defect centres at higher temperatures indicating that
this represents diffusive motion. The Mu+ centres in GaN and AlN show a similar, but poorly
characterized, switch to thermal motion. Barrier energies were not determined, but should not
be much different than in InN, given the very similar motional-narrowing temperatures. We
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Figure 11. A schematic representation of the energy (enthalpy) relationships for site changes and
motion of Mu− defect centres in GaN. The double minima for AB⊥(Ga) represent three coplanar
sites within the wurtzite channels. Similar curves are appropriate for Mu+ or Mu0 centres, but the
results are less complete.

Table 2. Thermal barriers for motion of the low energy muonium defect centres, and site-change
energies for metastable sites or dissociation energies for defect-related trapped Mu states in the
III–V nitrides.

Thermal motion Site changes

Material State Barrier (eV) State Transition Barrier (eV)

GaN Mu− 0.65 ± 0.02 Mu− AB‖ → AB⊥ 1.51 ± 0.06

AlN Mu0 0.69 ± 0.04 Mu+ Trap → mobile 1.01 ± 0.04

InN Mu+ 0.41 ± 0.02 Mu+ Trap → mobile 0.20 ± 0.01
Trap → mobile 0.51 ± 0.02

find the AB‖(N) site to be metastable for Mu+ in GaN. Since AB‖ is the highest energy bond
orientation found in theory, we would expect that site to also be a metastable location for H+.

We noted differences in Mu− sites compared to the theoretical results. Experimentally
there is a large barrier of about 1.5 eV for Mu− to escape from the AB‖(Ga) site, while that
location was not found to give a (meta)stable site in recent theoretical modelling [21]. We
find separate AB⊥(Ga) low energy Mu− sites while theory yields a central site near three AB⊥
locations. We find that Mu− is thermally mobile among AB⊥ locations with a barrier of 0.65 eV,
but that this motion does not include the metastable AB‖ location. This conclusion is consistent
with the large difference in barriers, and with calculated diffusion paths. Figure 11 shows the
energy landscape we infer for Mu− centres in GaN. The difference in energy between two sites
for the same charge state (δE in figure 11) is unlikely to be accessible to µSR experiments. We
do not actually have experimental proof that the 0.65 eV barrier produces long range diffusion
for Mu−, as we do for the other two charge states. However, there were features around 150 K
in the related Mu− lcr spectra which we interpreted as a change from sensing an isolated AB⊥
site to local motion among the three closely spaced equivalent sites [12]. The lcr result provides
a very rough estimate of ∼0.1 eV for the smaller barrier between closely spaced coplanar AB⊥
sites (unlabelled in figure 11).

All of the experimental barriers for motion of Mu centres are considerably smaller that
those calculated for diffusion of the equivalent hydrogen centres. This difference is present
in most other semiconductors where that comparison has been made. We usually argue that
barriers for Mu to escape from a localized site will be smaller than for hydrogen at the same
location because of the larger zero-point energy for muonium. Using a model where one
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vibrational mode of an oscillator is removed at a transition point, representing the direction of
escape, the correction to a barrier due to zero-point motion will be three times as large for Mu
as for H. On the basis of typical H vibrational frequencies, or the calculated values in [21],
this suggests a reduction of 0.2–0.3 eV for Mu compared to H. Thus, our results would imply
barriers of at least 0.6 eV for H+ thermal diffusion in InN, and 0.9 to 1 eV barriers for H− in
GaN or H0 in AlN. These numbers are not too different from theoretical results for H+ and H0

in GaN, but are somewhat low for H−.
In conclusion, the experimental results on the muonium centres in the III–V nitrides

produce a picture of hydrogen impurities that agrees with the theoretical predictions reasonably
well. The tunnelling properties found for Mu+ and Mu0 below 300 K should not be as important
for hydrogen. On the basis of comparisons for other semiconductors, the sites identified for
Mu should provide a very good test of calculated results, while thermal barriers should be
considered as a more qualitative comparison. Site localization and barriers for Mu− represent
the largest differences from recent predictions [21]; although even in this case, for the lowest
energy sites these differences are a matter of detail and the Mu− results are qualitatively
consistent with theory.
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